U18 winners Cribbett/Pipe follow Carter/Morley.

a 5 second spread. The over 54 men also had a 5 second spread for
Raciborski/Smith, Kent/Brookes and Missen/Escott.
The under 15 boys’ went to Mazur/Hunt after a final sprint against
Hunter-Hopkins/Martin. Toovey/Herriot were clear winners in the
girls’ event but De Bilio/Bates and Beeson/Cove were given the same
time as each other for 2nd place.
The senior men kept together well. The Johnsons pulled clear
relaunching from the second portage but they were back with Lusty/
Moule, Russell/Hicks, Stroud/Wilkes, Birkett/McMullen and Collinge/
Petersen for the final portage. Lusty/Moule took the final sprint with
those next three spread over the next 11 seconds.
Peters/Russell, Broughton/Lamph, Martyn/Swarbreck, Dilai/ReesClark and Brookes/Solway were the leading group from the eight
ladies’ K2s although that last pair retired early in the race. At the finish
Broughton/Lamph beat Dilai/Rees-Clark in the final sprint over the
line and an equally tight sprint gave 3rd place to Peters/Russell from
U18 ladies’ winners Bethune/Enoch.
Martyn/Swarbreck.
Carter/Morley and Cribbett/Pipe quickly distanced themselves from
seconds from Matilda Enoch but the rest of the field were 8 minutes
Barritt/Scaplehorn, Galliers/Baker and Teeuwen/Skinner in under 18
behind them.
Sunday was doubles day. In men’s C2 Chisholm/Sarkisyan won by men, Cribbett/Pipe taking the win from Carter/Morley and Galliers/
a quarter of an hour from the only other entry, England/Corfield of Baker followed by Teeuwen/Skinner.
While the mixed K2 race entry was less than sometimes, it was still
Gloucester, a club with a significantly larger presence than in the past.
substantially larger than any other class. It is officially a fun event but
Murnaghan/Metcalfe were the sole ladies’ class entry.
There were, again, close finishes in the K2s. The over 44 men had competitors seem to prefer fun. Should fun be taken more seriously?
The starters were seeded into three lines across the river. They pushed
the Olivers, Elliott/Maycock and Garner/Martin in that order with

Stroud/Wilkes, winners Lusty/Moule and the Johnsons.
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